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ABSTRACT 

The inversion problem for square matrices having the structure of a block 

Hankel-like matrix is studied. Examples of such matrices in&de Hankel striped, 
Hankel layered, and vector Hankel matrices. It is shown that the components that 

both determine nonsingularity and construct the inverse of such matrices are closely 
related to certain matrix polynomials. These matrix polynomials are multidimensional 
generalizations of Pad&Hermite and simultaneous Pad6 approximants. The notions of 

matrix Pad&Hermite and matrix simultaneous Pad6 systems are also introduced. 
These are shown to provide a second set of inverse components for block Hankel-like 
matrices. A recurrence relation is presented that allows for efficient computation of 

matrix Pad&Hermite and matrix simultaneous Pad6 systems. As a result it is shown 
that the inverse components can be computed via either the matrix Euclidean 

algorithm or a matrix Berlekamp-Massey algorithm applied to an associated matrix 
power series. An alternative algorithm based on this recurrence relation is also 
presented. For a block Hankel-like matrix of type (n,, n,, , n,) this algorithm is 
shown to compute the inverse components with a complexity of O(k . (n, + ... + n,>‘> 
block matrix operations, although this can be higher in some pathological cases. This is 
the same complexity as with existing algorithms. This algorithm has the significant 
advantage, however, that no extra conditions are required on the input matrix. Other 
block algorithms require that certain submatrices be nonsingular. Similar results hold 
in the case of block Toeplitz-like matrices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For any vector of k + 1 nonnegative integers n = (no, . , a,), let 

H, = 

a no-n,+l,l *** a 
“0, 1 

afQ~“,+z.l *** ano+ 1.1 

allnll- TX-l.1 ** 

allnll-n,, 1 .* 

allnll-2. 1 

%ll- 1,1 

an,-n,+ 1, k 

ano-na+2,k 

all~ll-n~- 1, k 

al\nll-nk,k e-e 

with llnll = n, + ..a + nk. The entries a,, j in (1.1) are assumed to be p X p 
matrices over a field F, with ai,j = 0 for i < 0. If we let m = lln\l - n,, 
then (1.1) represents an mp X mp square matrix. 

In the special case when k = 1, (1.1) represents the classical notion of a 
block Hankel matrix. For example, setting a, = a,, 1 gives 

a3 ..* a, 

(1.2) 

These have applications in such diverse branches of mathematics as systems 
theory (cf. Kalman [22]), partial realizations (cf. Gragg and Lindquist [15]), 
and rational function (i.e. Pad&) approximation (cf. Gragg [14]). When k = 2 
the matrix (1.1) is called a paired Hankel matrix (cf. Semencul [35]). When 

n0 = 0, a paired Hankel matrix is a generalization of the classical Sylvester 
matrix. Indeed, if p(z) and 9(a) are polynomials of degree r and s, 
respectively, then setting pi = a,, 1 and 9i = ai, 2 gives 

H(O .s,r) = 

PO ;. 90 
I 
I 

Pl I 91 
I 

PO.. 1’ 190: : 
I 

PO Pl . 191 

Pl ; PA ; 9s 
I . . 

. . _- I 

. . I 

Pr I : 

Pr 
I . 
I 
I 9s 

(1.3) 
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which is precisely the Sylvester matrix of p( Z> and q(z). These are of central 
importance in the study of polynomial GCDs (e.g., Sylvester’s criterion) and 
theory of equations (via resultants) (cf. Geddes, Czapor, and Labahn [13]). In 
addition, vector Hankel matrices such as 

(where each vi is a 1 X k vector) can easily be transformed via column 
permutations into the matrix H(,, , sj, with u~,~ being the jth component of 
ui. Thus vector Hankel matrices can also be viewed as matrices having the 
structure of (1.1). For general k, matrices of the form (1.1) or its transpose 
are called block Hankel striped and block Hankel layered matrices, respec- 
tively, of type n. 

We consider the problem of deciding when H, is nonsingular and, when 
this is the case, of computing its inverse. This can always be solved by 
Gaussian elimination at a cost of 0(m3p3) operations. However, because of 
the added structure of matrices of the form (1.11, we expect more efficient 
methods to be available for solving the inversion problem. This is certainly 
true in the scalar case. Indeed, when k = 1 and p = 1, algorithms such as 
those given by Rissanen [34] or Cabay and Kao [9] requires only O(m2) 
operations to solve the inversion problem for H,. For k > 1 and p = 1, the 
algorithm of Heinig [19] gives a fast inversion algorithm requiring less 
operations than Gaussian elimination. In addition, when fast polynomial 
arithmetic is available there are superfast methods by Brent, Gustavson, and 
Yun [7] or Sugiyama [36] in the k = 1 scalar case which compute the inverses 
with O(m log2 m) operations. These methods all compute the inverse with- 
out any added conditions required by the original matrix. Other fast methods 
such as that of Levinson [28] and Trench [37] or the superfast methods of 
Ammar and Gragg [2] or de Hoog [20] all require that certain submatrices of 
H, also be nonsingular. 

When k = 1 and p > 1, fast O(p3m2) inversion methods include those 
of Akaike [l], Rissanen [33], and Watson [38]. Bitmead and Anderson [6] give 
an example of a super-fast 0( p3m log2 m) method. However, in the block 
case all these algorithms require added conditions to be satisfied by the input 
block matrix. A fast algorithm that works in the block case without any added 
restrictions is given by Labahn, Choi, and Cabay [Z]. For block matrices 
with k > 1 arbitrary, the algorithm of Kailath et al. [21] uses the notion of 
displacement rank to obtain the inverse of (1.1) in O(kp3m2) operations. 
However, their method does not work in all cases. 
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In this paper we obtain fast methods for the inversion problem for 
arbitrary k and p. There is no restriction on the input matrix. Our work 
depends on some fundamental results of Lerer and Tismenetsky [27]. They 
show that the nonsingularity of H, can be determined from the solution of a 
specific set of 2(k + 1) block equations having either H, or its transpose as 
their matrix of coefficients. In addition, when such solutions exist, Lerer and 
Tismenetsky provide a formula to compute the inverse in terms of these 
solutions. We show that these solutions (“inverse components of the first 
kind”) can be described in terms of matrix Pad&Hermite and matrix simulta- 
neous Pad6 approximants of a related matrix of power series. These are 
generalizations of scalar concepts originally introduced by Mahler [29]. The 
inversion criterion for H, is shown to be equivalent to certain normalizations 
of these associated approximants. When k = 1 these components of the first 
kind represent right and left matrix Pad6 forms, as defined in Labahn and 
Cabay [24]. When p = 1 they can be computed in O(m log’ m) operations 
using the algorithm of Brent, Gustavson, and Yun [7]. 

The work of Lerer and Tismenetsky also results in an alternative set of 
inverse components for H, (“inverse components of the second kind”). As 
before, these components are solutions of a (different) set of 2(k + 1) block 
equations having either H, or its transpose as their matrix of coefficients. We 
show that these alternative inverse components can be described in terms of 
matrix Pad&Hermite and matrix Simultaneous Pad& systems. These are 
generalizations of scalar concepts introduced by Cabay, Labahn, and Becker- 
mann [ll]. 

When k = 1 and p = 1, these Pad& systems, and hence the inverse 
components, can be computed in O(m log’ m> operations using the algo- 
rithm of Cabay and Choi [lo]. When k = 1 and p > 1, both sets of inverse 
components are represented by right and left matrix Pad& forms which can 
be computed via the algorithm of Labahn and Cabay [24]. This method 
computes the inverse components with a complexity of O( p3m2) operations, 
although there are pathological cases where the complexity becomes 
0(p3m3). The method of Labahn [23] computes the inverse components in 
O( p3m log’ m) operations. However, the block Hankel matrix must satisfy 
additional properties (such as positive-definiteness for example) for this 
method to be applicable. 

For arbitrary k and p a generalization of the recurrence relation of [ll] 
gives a fast algorithm to compute the matrix Pad&Hermite and matrix 
simultaneous Pad6 systems. This in turn gives a fast algorithm for computing 
inverse components. This recurrence relation is shown to be a special case of 
the recurrence relation of Antoulas [3] used for the computation of minimal 
realizations of matrix power series. The work of Antoulas then implies that 
the inverse components for H, can be computed via such algorithms as the 
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matrix Euclidean algorithm (cf. Bultheel and Van Bare1 [8]) or a matrix 
version of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. These algorithms have the 
significant advantage that they require no extra conditions on the input block 
Hankel-like matrix to compute the inverse components. 

A simplified algorithm based on the recurrence relation for Pad& systems 
combined with Gaussian elimination is also presented. This algorithm also 
requires no extra conditions other than that H,, itself be nonsingular. The 
algorithm is iterative and computes, for no added cost, all the inverse 
components for certain nonsingular block Hankel-like submatrices of H,. 

The complexity of this algorithm is normally given as 0(kp3m”) operations, 
although there are isolated examples where this cost can increase to O( p3m3). 
The operation count for matrix inversion, however, is the former for those 
matrices that satisfy the conditions required by Kailath et al. 

For a vector m = cm,,, . . . , mk> of integers let 

(1.5) 
where M = ml + *** +mk + k. A matrix of the form (1.4) is called a block 
Toeplitz striped matrix, while its (block) transpose is called a block Toeplitz 
layered matrix. If for each i we set n, = mi + 1 and u,,~,,_~ pi j = bi, j, then 

T,, =_lH,, where J is an Mp X Mp matrix with Ip on the block antidiagonal. 
Therefore any algorithm that computes the inverse of a nonsingular block 
Hankel-like matrix can also be used to compute the inverse of a nonsingular 
block Toeplitz-like matrix. 

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF NONSINGULARITY 

In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a block 
Hankel-like matrix to be nonsingular, along with a formula to compute the 
inverse. Let 

(2.1) 
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a 

[- 

no,i-1 

‘llnll-l,i-1 

and 

H” 

cd’, m 1 I 1 x$1’ 

- 

'no-ni,i 

1 for 1 < i < k, (2.2) 

all”ll-n,- 1,i 

=- 

a no-“,, 1 

allnll- II-l,1 

(2.3) 

Clearly the k + 1 block equations (2.1)-(2.3) have solutions in the case when 
H, is nonsingular. 

Let 

[ &)k . . . > d”‘]K = En1+ - ++,+I for l<i<k, (2.4) 

where Ej denotes the jth block row of the mp X mp identity matrix, and 

[UL.. .,$]H, = -[a”o_~l,l,...,an~_l,l,...,a,,-l,~]. (2.5) 

Again, when H, is nonsingular one can solve the k + 1 block equations given 
by (2.4) and (2.5). Central to our work is: 

THEOREM 2.1 (Lerer and Tismenetsky [271). Let 71 be a vector of 

nonnegative integers with ni > 1 for at least one i. Then 

(a> H, is nonsingular if and only if there are solutions to Equations 

(2.1)-(2.3); 
(b) H,, . is nonsingular if and only $ there are solutions to Equations 

(2.4)-(2.5). 

Furthermore, when there are solutions to Equations (2.S(2.51, the inverse is 

given by 

r0 

qm-1 0 

where x$) = I, Si, 1. 
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Proof. Theorem 2.1 is simply a application of Theorem 4.2 of [27] to 
matrices of the form (1.1) given the natural rank decomposition. n 

REMARK 1. In the p = 1 scalar case, Theorem 2.1 was first given by 
Heinig and Rost 1171. 

REMARK 2. By arranging the solutions of (2.1)-(2.5) into p X kp matri- 
ces 

xi = [ xy, . . ) xyq 

and kp X p matrices 

we can write (2.6) in the shortened form 

- 

COROLLARY 2.2. 
(2.1) and 

0 

9n- 1 

91 
. . . 

q,n-1 0 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

J 

u,_1 ..* v; 

I! *** I (2.9) 

vo* 

H, is nonsingular if and only if there are solutions to 

a 

I I ?I,-n,,i 

=_. 

ullnll-f12-l.i 

for l<i,<k. (2.10) 
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H”{E “,+ _ +,#,_,}1‘ = y-’ [’ 1 for l<i<k, (2.11) 

a[i”\j- 1, i- 1 

it is clear that the existence of solutions to Equations (2.2) and (2.3) is 
equivalent to the existence of solutions to (2.10). n 

By Corollary 2.2 (and hence Theorem 2.1), the existence of solutions to 
the block linear equations (2.1), (2.41, (2.5), and (2.10) provide necessary and 

sufficient conditions for H,, to be nonsingular. In addition, when the inverse 
exists it can be determined from these solutions. For this reason we refer to 
the solutions of these four equations as the set of inverse components of the 

first kind. 

A second set of inverse components also is represented as solutions of 
linear block equations. Let 

4,,,- I 

H,, 1 
i 1 40 

and 

= 

0 

II 0 ’ 

4 

r” 1 n,)+ I, k 

(2.12) 

for 16 i < k, (2.13) 

(2.14) 

for l<i<k (2.15) 

b?~~~ 7 uflHn = -[al,,,,~-,~l+l,l~ ‘. .) nllnll,l’. f > a,lr,,,,kl. c2.16) 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let n be a vector of nonnegative integers with ni > 1 for 

at least one i. Then 

(a> H, is nonsingular if and only if there are solutions to Equations 
(2.12)-(2.14); 

(b) H, is nonsingular if and only if there are solutions to Equations 
(2.15)-(2.16). 

Furthermore. when there are solutions to Equations (2.12)-(2.16), the inverse 
is given by 

I> (2.17) 

where xg’ = lp ai, k. 

Proof. Theorem 2.3 is simply another form of Lerer and Tismenetsky’s 
formula. However, for our purposes it is useful to show exactly how (2.17) 
can be derived from (2.6). 

Let 
Fyevery i,j set a^i,j = allnl,+n,-n~_,+,_i,~_j+l and i? = (no, nk,.. ., n,>. 
Hk be the corresponding block Hankel-like matrix. Then 

4, =J&J, (2.18) 

where J is a matrix with I, along the antidiagonal and zeros everywhere else. 
Equation (2.12) is therefore equivalent to 

(2.19) 

which in turn corresponds to (2.1). Similarly, Equations (2.13)-(2.16) corre- 
spond to (2.2)-(2.5). Statements (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.3 therefore follow 
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directly from Theorem 2.1. The inverse formula (2.17) is a direct consequence 

of (2.6) and the identity 

H,' =]I?,‘]. w (2.20) 

REMARK 3. As before, by arranging the solutions of (2.13)-(2.15) into 

p X kp matrices 

xi = [x$1), . . ) xyq 

and kp X p matrices 

q; = [q;(l), . . . , q*(k) I 

we can write (2.17) in the shortened form 

- 

COROLLARY 2.4. 

(2.12) and 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

. . . 4 

’ 4 

. . . . . (2.23) 

V,* 

H, is nonsingular if and only if there are solutions to 

for 1 <i<k. (2.24) 

We will refer to the solutions of Equations (2.121, (2.151, (2.161, and 
(2.24) as the inverse components of the second kind. The corresponding 
notions of inverse components of the first and second kinds for block 
Toeplitz-like matrices can also be given. 
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3. MATRIX PADkHERMITE AND SIMULTANEOUS PADI? 
APPROXIMANTS 

In this section we introduce the notion of matrix Pad&Hermite and 
matrix simultaneous Pad& forms for a matrix power series. These are multidi- 
mensional generalizations of scalar forms originally introduced by Mahler 
[29]. A fundamental tool used by Mahler (defined as a specific pair of matrix 
polynomials) is also generalized to the matrix case. The inversion characteri- 
zation given in Theorem 2.1 of the previous section is then conveniently 
described in terms of a specific normalization of these fundamental tools of 
Mahler. 

For each 0 Q i < k, let 

Aj( z) = g ai.zi E D[[ z]] (3.1) 
i=O 

be a formal power series with coefficients from the ring D of p X p matrices 
over a field F. Let n = (no, . . . , nk) be a vector of nonnegative integers with 
ni > 1 for at least one i, and (P,(Z), . , Pk(z)) a vector of k + 1 matrix 
polynomials, each of size p X p. 

DEFINITION 3.1. The k + l-vector of matrix polynomials P = 

@@...,PkY . IS a matrix Pad&Hermite form (MPHFo) of type n for the 
k + l-vector of power series A = (A,,, . . . , Ak) f 

(I) the columns of P are linearly independent over F, 
(II) deg,,,(P) = deg(P,(z)) < n, - 1 for all 0 Q i < k, and 

(III) one has 

A,(z)P,(z) + ... +A,(z)P,(z) =z”““-~R(~), (3.2) 

where R(z) E D[[z]]. 

When, in addition, we have R(O) = I,, then P is said to be a normed 

MPHFo (of type n). 

DEFINITION 3.2. The k + l-vector of matrix polynomials P* = 

(P,*, . . . , PC) [with each P,*(z) a p X p matrix polynomial] is defined to be a 
matrix simultaneous Pa& form (MSPFO) of type n for the k + l-vector of 
power series A = (A,, . . . , Ak) if 

(I) the rows of P* are linearly independent over F, 
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(II) degIJP*) = deg(P,*(z)) < ]ln]l - n, for all 0 < i < k, 

(III) one has 

P;(z)Ai(z) - P;(z)A,,(z) = z”““+~R;(z), 1 < i < k, (3.3) 

where RF(z) E D[[z]]. 

A MSPFo is called a matrix simultaneous Pa& fraction (MSPFr) if P,*(O) is 
also nonsingular; it is called a normed MSPFr if, in addition, P,*(O) = I,. 

REMARK 1. When k = 1, Definition 3.1 is the definition of a right 
matrix Pad& form of type (n, - 1, n, - l), while Definition 3.2 gives a left 
matrix Padi? form of type (n,, n,) (cf. Labahn and Cabay [241). When p = 1 
(i.e., the scalar case) and k >, 1, Definition 3.1 is the classical notion of a 
Pad&Hermite form of type n for the vector of power series 

(A,(z), . . , A,(z)), while Definition 3.2 becomes the standard definition of 
a simultaneous Pad& form when A,(O) # 0. These were both originally 
introduced by Mahler [29] in 1932 as generalizations of some polynomial 
approximants used by Hermite in the special case of vectors of exponential 
functions. Simultaneous Pad& approximants are also the same as directed 
vector Padi: approximants in the unit coordinate directions (cf. Graves-Morris 

1161). 
For historical reasons, one can also refer to Definition 3.1 as defining the 

(matrix) Latin polynomial approximation problem and Definition 3.2 as the 
(matrix) German polynomial approximation problem. This naming convention 
comes from the notation used in their original definitions. 

Note that when A,(O) is nonsingular, then one can define MPHFo’s and 
MSPFo’s even in the case n, = 0. In this case we set P,(z) = 0 and 
P,*(z) = P,*( z)A,( z)A,( z>-’ mod ~ll~‘l+‘. 

If, for each i, we write Pj( z> = CJKdl ~~,~.zj, then Equation (3.2) is 
equivalent to solving a system of IIn\] - 1 block liner equations having 11n11 
block unknowns {pi j}. Therefore one can always find p linearly independent 
solutions. When these are arranged into columns of a matrix, we obtain at 
least one block solution of the linear system. Similarly, if for each i we write 
P,*(z) = El!!$“~ p*, j .zj, then Equation (3.3) is equivalent to solving a system 
of k . (Iln( + 1) block linear equations having k . (Ilnll + 1) + 1 block 
unknowns ( p,!, j>. Therefore one can always find p linearly independent 
solutions. When these are arranged into rows of a matrix, we get at least one 
block solution of the linear system. 

THEOREM 3.3 (Existence of MPHFo’s and SMPFo’s). For a given vector 

of integers n and vector of power series A, there always exists at least one 

MPHFo and one MPHFo of type n for A. 
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Since Definition 3.1 depends on the integer vector n, we follow Mahler 
[29] in using the notation P,(z) = PJz In> and P,*(z) = P,*( z In) when we 
wish to emphasize the type n. For a given integer vector n define the 
p(k + 1) x p(k + 1) matrix polynomials R(z) = A(zln> and R*(z) = 
A( z I n) having as their i , j entries 

Ai.j(ZJn) = ~,(zln + ej) for O<i,j<k (34 

and 

A;,,.( zln) = P,*(zln - ei) for 0 < i,j <k, (3.5) 

where el denotes the Eth row of Zk + i. In the p = 1 scalar case, A and A* 
were first used by Mahler. Indeed, Mahler based much of his work in this 
area on the properties of these matrix polynomials. By Theorem 3.3 matrix 
polynomials A and A* exist for any integer vector n. Of course, for an 
arbitrary integer vector n it could happen that there are many choices for 
them. However, in the cases when H, is nonsingular these matrices are 
unique up to normalization. Indeed, we have: 

THEOREM 3.4. Let A,, . , A, be matrix power series determined by 

H,. Then H, is nonsingular if and only if there exists a matrix polynomial A 
of type n for the vector of power series (I,, A,(z), . , A,(z)) normalized so 

that 

lcoeff,( A( ZIn)) = Zp(k+l). (3.6) 

In (3.6) lcoe& is the p(k + 1) X p(k + 1) matrix whose i,j entry is the 
coeficient of degree n, in column j for 0 < i , j < k, 

Proof. Let 4”) . , qrn _ I be a vector of p X p matrices. Partition this 
vector by 

[qf7-W~~q”l = -[P1.?I-l, ,pl.ol*.- I pk,nk-l ,..., Pk.“], (3.7) 

and define matrix polynomials P,(z) as 

n,- 1 

Pi(Z) = c pi,jzj for 1 < i Q k 
j=O 

(3.8) 
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and 

P,(z) = - { A,( z)P,( z) + **a fAk( z) Pk. z)) mod z~~“~~. (3.9) 

By (3.9), the matrix polynomials satisfy Equation (3.2) [with A,(a) = $1. 
while by (3.8) the matrix polynomials P,(z) for 1 < i < k have degrees at 
most n, - 1. Therefore the matrix polynomials P,(z), . . . , P,(Z) form a 
MPHFo for (Zp, A,(z), . . , A,(z)) of type n + e, if and only if the degree 

of P,(z) is at most 7z0. Since 

P O,no = --an~-n,+l*lPl,.,-l - *** -%o,lpl,o - *** -an,,kpk,O 

= ~n,-n,+l,19m-l + *** +ano,k907 (3.10) 

P,(z) will have degree no with a leading coefficient I, if and only if the 9i’s 

are the components of a solution of (2.1). 
Similarly, for each 1 < j < k we can write 

With Pj, n I 
= I, and define Pi(z) as 

VI-1 

‘i(‘> = C Pi,l” for 1 < i < k, i #j, (3.12) 
1=0 

(3.13) 

and 

P,(z) = -{A,( z)P,( z) + .*a +A,( z)Pk( z)} mod zllnil. (3.14) 

Then, for a given j, the matrix polynomials Po( z), . . . , P,(z) defined by 
(3.12)-(3.14) form a MPHFo of type n + ej if (2.10) is true. 

Clearly the matrix A generated by (3.8), (3.91, and (3.12)-(3.14) satisfies 

(2.1) and (2.10) if and only if (3.6) is true. Thus Theorem 3.4 follows directly 
from Corollary 2.2. n 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let A,, . . , A, be matrix power series determined by 
H,, Then H, is nonsingular if and only if there exists a matrix polynomial A* 
of type n for the vector of power series (I,, A,(z), . . . , Ak(z>) normalized so 
that 

lcoeff (I,“,,_na . . . . . . . .,,-“,,(**(W) = Zp(k+W (3.15) 

Proof. Let 

P,*(z) = Ilo* + *** +u,;_lz’TL-l + u,;z”I (3.16) 

with V* = Z m P 
and 

P,*(z) = P,*(z) Aj( .z) mod z/t”li for l,<i<k. (3.17) 

Then the matrix polynomials P,*(z), . . , P,*(z) defined by (3.16)-(3.17) 
form a MSPFo of type n - e, if (2.5) is true. 

Similarly, for a given j with 1 -< j < k, set 

po*(g = p + . . . +qc&lll-l, (3.18) 

and define P,*(z) by 

Pi*( .I) = P,*(z) Ai( z) mod .#ll for l<i<k. (3.19) 

Then, for such a j, the matrix polynomials P,*(z), . . . , P,*(z) defined by 
(3.18)-(3.19) form a MSPFo of type n - ej if (2.5) is true. 

Clearly the matrix A* generated by (3.16)--(3.19) satisfies (2.4) and (2.5) 
if and only if (3.15) is true. Thus Theorem 3.5 follows directly from part (b) 
of Theorem 2.1. W 

REMARK 2. Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are equally valid if the leading 
coefficient is simply a nonsingular matrix. 

EXAMPLE 3.6. Let H(,,,, 1j be determined from the power series 

A,(z) = 2.2’ - 2z3 + .z4 - 2.z5 + O( z”), 

A,(z) = z - z3 - z4 + O(#). 
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Then ff(,, 2.1) is nonsingular. Solving Equations (2.1) and (2.10) and partition- 
ing the solutions as in (3.7) and (3.11) gives 

z3 + kz2 + ‘z + I 
4 2 2 Z 2 

- $3 + $2 + $5 

R*(z) = $2 + fz - f 3 1 2 
=, -22 

!ii” + &2 - $ 

-1-2 1_ 1 2 
4u -z--z _I u z 4 + +3 - $2 - $ 

Similarly, solving (2.4)-(2.5) and using (3.16)-(3.19) gives 

1. 
4. MATRIX PAD&-HERMITE AND SIMULTANEOUS PAD6 

SYSTEMS 

In the previous section we used Theorems 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 along 
with some generalizations of the work of Mahler to provide a matrix polyno- 
mial characterization of the invertibility of block Hankel-like matrices. How- 
ever this formulation does not lead to a simple mechanism to compute our 
inverse components. 

In the case of scalar Pad&Hermite forms, Cabay, Labahn, and Becker- 
mann [ll] introduce a matrix polynomial that is similar to the matrix 
polynomial A used by Mahler. This matrix polynomial, called a Pad&Hermite 
system, is a combination of a Pad&Hermite form and a weak Pad&Hermite 
form. The latter is similar to a Pad&Hermite form except for a weakening of 
the order condition allowing for “larger” solutions. Cabay, Labahn, and 
Beckermann then give an efficient algorithm to compute these Pad&Hermite 
systems. A similar approach is found in [I21 in the case of scalar simultaneous 
Pad& systems. 

In this section we extend the results of [ll] and [12] to the case of matrix 
systems. Using Theorems 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 we show that the inversion 
characterization can be given in terms of certain normalizations of these 
systems. The strength of these results comes from the next sections where it 
is shown how to efficiently compute these normalized systems. Thus the 
inversion characterization of this section along with the computational method 
of later sections provides a fast method to compute the inversion components 
of the second kind, and hence also the inverse. 

We begin by introducing the notion of weak matrix Pad&Hermite and 
weak matrix simultaneous Pad& approximants. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A p(k + 1) X pk matrix polynomial P = (P,, . , Pk)’ 
is a weak matrix Pad&Hermite form (WMPHFO) of type n for the k + l- 
vector of power series ( A,, , , A,) if 

(I) the columns of P are linearly independent over F, 

(II) deg,,,(P> = deg(P,(z)) Q ni for all 0 < i < k, and 
(III) one has 

A,(z)Po(z) + ... +Ak( z) P,( z) = z”““+lW( z), (4.1) 

where W( 2;) is a p X pk matrix power series. 

If piI j( z) denotes the i , j block entry of P, then we set U(Z) = [PO .I$= 1 
and V(z) = [P, j<z>]~ j= 1. If, in addition, V(0) = Zpk , then P is ca&d a 
weak matrix Pa&-Herhite fraction (WMPHFr). 

REMARK 1. When k = 1, Definition 4.1 is the definition of a right 
matrix Pad6 form of type (n,, n,) (cf. Lab& and Cabay [24]). When p = 1 
(i.e., the scalar case) and k > 1, Definition 4.1 is the generalization of the 
weak Pad&Hermite form introduced by Cabay, Labahn, and Beckermann 

Ml. 

REMARK 2. When A,(z) = -Zp, Equation (4.1) becomes 

A( z)V( z) - U(z) = z”““+‘W( z), (4.2) 

where A = (A,,..., Ak). This is the form of the usual order equation found 
in Pad& approximation. Because of Equation (4.1), the matrix polynomials 
U(z), V(z), and W(z) are called the weak matrix Pad&Hermite numerator, 
denominator, and residual, respectively, of type n. 

DEFINITION 4.2. A pk X p(k + 1) matrix polynomial P* = 

(P,*> . . . , Pz) is a weak matrix sirndtaneous Pa& form (WMSPFo) of type n 

for the k + l-vector of power series (A,, . , A,) if 

(I) the rows of P* are linearly independent over F, 
(II) degIil(P*(z)) = deg(P,*(z)) < llnll - ni - 1 for all 0 < i < k, and 

(III) one has 

P,*(z) Ai( z) - P,*(z) A,,(z) = z”““-‘fi;( z), (4.3) 

where R:(z) is a pk X p matrix power series. 
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The matrix polynomials V*(z) = P,*(z), U*(z) = (P:(Z), . . . , Z’,*(Z)), and 
w*(z) = o-q(z), . . .) R;(z)) are called the denominator, numerator, and 
residual, respectively. When W*(O) = I,,, then we have a nomd WM- 

SPFo. 

REMARK 3. When k = 1, Definition 4.2 is the definition of a left matrix 
Pad& form of type (n, - 1, n, - 1) (cf. Labahn and Cabay [241). When 
A,(z) = I, and A = (A,, . . . , Ak), Equation (4.3) becomes 

V*(z)A(z) - U*(z) =z?~W*(Z). (4.4) 

This accounts for the naming convention used for U*(Z), V *(z>, and W*(Z). 

If, for each i, we write P,(z) = C& ~~,~zj, then Equation (4.1) is 
equivalent to a system of llnll + 1 block 1 inear equations having llnll + k + 1 
block unknowns {pi, j). Therefore one can always find pk linearly indepen- 
dent solutions. When these are arranged into columns of a matrix, we obtain 
at least one block solution of the linear system. Similarly, if for each i we 
write P.*(z) = Cl!~~n~-l p,? , jzj, then Equation (4.2) is equivalent to a 
system Af k * (Ilnl/ - 1) block 1’ mear equations having k (JnlJ block unknowns 
{ p,!, j}. Therefore one can always find pk linearly independent solutions. 
When these are arranged into rows of a matrix, we get at least one block 
solution of the linear system. 

THEOREM 4.3 (Existence of WMPHFo’s and WSMPFo’s). For a given 

vector n of integers and vector A of power series, there always exists at least 

one WMPHFo and one WMPHFo of type n for A. 

DEFINITION 4.4. For a given A and n define a p(k f 1) X p(k + 1) 
matrix polynomial I?(z) as follows: 

(I) block column 0 of T(z) is a MPHFo for A of type n; 
(II) block columns 1, . . . , k of I’(z) form a WMPHFo for A of type n. 

The matrix r(z) will be referred to as a matrix Pad&Hermite system 

(MPHS) of type n for A. When the WMPHFo is a WMPHFr and the 
MPHFo is normed, then the MPHS is a normed MPHS. 

DEFINITION 4.5. For a given A and n we also define a p(k + 1) X p(k 
+ 1) matrix polynomial r*( d as follows: 

(I) block row 0 of T*(z) is a MPHFo for A of type n; 
(II) block rows 1, . . . , k of T*(z) form a WMSPFo for A of type n. 
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The matrix F*(z) will be referred to as a matrix simultaneous Pad6 system 

(MSPS) of type n for A. When both the MSPFo and the WSPFo are 
normed, then the MSPS is a normed MSPS. 

We will also use the notation F(z In) and I’*( z In) when we wish to 
emphasize the type of the systems. 

In the p = 1 scalar case, PHSs are introduced in Cabay, Labahn, and 
Beckermann [ll]. By Theorem 4.3 there exists a MPHS and a MSPS for 
every integer vector n. Of course, for an arbitrary integer vector n it could 
happen that there are many choices for these matrix polynomials. However, 
when H, is nonsingular we have: 

THEOREM 4.6. Let A,, . . . , A, be matrix power series determined by 

H,. Then H,, is nonsingular if and only if there exists a normed MPHS of type 

n for the vector of power series <I,, A,(z), . . . , Ak( 2)). 

Proof. Writing 

and defining Fi, o(z) as 

ni- 1 

ri,O(z) = C Pi,jzj for Igi<k 
j=o 

(4.6) 

with 

r,,,(z) = -{A,( z)FJ z) + e-e +A,( z)I’,,,( 2)) mod zllnlt-l (4.7) 

shows that Equation (2.12) is equivalent to the existence of a normed 
MPHFo of type n. Similarly, for each 1 < i < k we can write 

[ 
,(i) (0 m ,...,I$ I [ = 

(9 
Pl,“,,‘..1 P1.l (O I .-. I pt.‘,,, . . . , &‘I] (4.8) 

and 

Pj.0 
(i) = z 6 

p i,j’ (4.9) 
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Defining Fi,j(z) by 

ri,j( z) = 2 p@’ for l<i,j<k (4.10) 
z=o 

and ro, j( .Z 1 by 

FO,j( Z) = - { A,( z)r,,j( .z) + *a* +Ak( z)rk,j( z)} mod zlln’l+’ (4.11) 

shows that Equation (2.24) is equivalent to the existence of a normed 
WMPHFo of type R. Theorem 4.6 then follows directly from Corollary 2.4. 

n 

THEOREM 4.7. Let A,, . . . , A, be matrix power series determined by 

H,. Then H, is nonsingular if and only if there exists a normed MSPS of type 

n for the vector of power series (I,, A,(z), . . . , A,(z)). 

Proof. Writing 

r;o(z) = vo* + v,*~ + --- +V*~m m (4.12) 

with vz = I, and 

Fo*,j( z) = F,,,(z) Aj( z) mod #ll+r for 1 <j < k (4.13) 

shows that Equation (2.16) is equivalent to the existence of a normed MSPFr 
of type n. Similarly, for each 1 < i < k, we write 

r; ,o( z) = q$)* + . . . +qc)*lzm- 1 (4.14) 

and define Fi* , j( z) by 

I’:,j(z) = F:,O(z)Aj(z) mod ~ll~l/+r. (4.15) 

Then Equation (2.15) is equivalent to the existence of a normed WSPFo of 
type n. Thus Theorem 4.7 follows directly from part (b) of Theorem 2.3. w 
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EXAMPLE 4.6. Let A,(z) and A,(z) be as in Example 3.6. Then I$,,, r) 
is nonsingular. Using Equations (2.12) and (2.24) along with (4.5)-(4.11) 
gives 

[ 

+z -z2 $22-z 

I(z) = -$z z + 1 ;zs + ;z . 

-$ -2 ++1 
I 

Similarly, solving (2.15)-(2.16) along with (4.12)-(4.15) gives 

22” - fz” + fz + 1 

r*(z) = $2 

- fz” -+; 

5. A GENERALIZATION OF 

-$” + 222 -s 4 
8’ - $23 + fz” + 2 

0 iz” 

-z2 $3 - $2 - iz I. 
MAHLER’S THEOREM 

One of the major results of the work of Mahler on Pad&Hermite and 
simultaneous Pad& approximants was the observation that, at least in the 
scalar case, we have the identity 

A*( z)A( 2) = D#‘, (.) 

where D is a diagonal matrix. In this section we generalize this result to 
obtain a similar relationship between matrix Pad&Hermite and matrix simul- 
taneous Pad& approximants. While the generalization from the scalar to the 
matrix case is straightforward, our use of and derivation of this result differs 
substantially from that of Mahler. In our case we work with the matrix 
polynomials I and I* of the previous section, rather than the matrices A 
and A* of Section 3. Our primary observation is that an identity similar to 
(5.1) provides a relation between the matrix polynomials of the previous 
section and the main tools used by Antoulas [3] in his study of recursiveness 
in linear systems. This in turn leads to the recurrence relation of the next 
section. 

Let A = (A,,..., Ak) be a vector of p X p power series and n = 

(n,, . , . , nk) a vector of nonnegative integers. Partition the p . (ii + 1) square 
matrix polynomials I’( z I n) and I*( z I n) into 

r(zIn) = 
[ 

P(z) U(z) I r*(zln) = 
[ 

V”( 2) U”(z) 

Q(z) V(z) ’ Q*(z) P*( 2) ’ (5.2) I 
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where P(z) and V*(z) are p x p matrix polynomials and V(z) and P*(z) 
are $-square matrix polynomials. It is easy to check that 

deg( P( 2)) < no - I, degci,(Q(z)) G fli -1, l&i<k, (5.3) 

and 

de@(z)) G no, degci,(V(z)) < n,, 1 < i < k. (5.4) 

where deg,,, denotes the degree of the ith block row. Also 

deg( Q*( 2)) < llnll - 120 - 1, degIil( P*( z)) G llnll - n, + 1 (5.5) 

for all 1 < i Q k and 

deg(V*( 2)) G lldl - no, degiil( U*( z)) < IMI - ni (5.6) 

for all i, where deg,,, denotes the degree of the ith block column. 
The four pairs of matrix polynomials (Z’(z), Q(Z)), (U(z), V(z)), 

(P*(z), Q*(Z)), and (U*(z), V*(z)) satisfy 

A( z)Q( z) + P(z) = z”““+I( z), (5.7) 

A( z)V( z) + U(z) = z”““+rW( z), (5.6) 

Q*(z) A(z) - P*(z) = z”~“-~R*( z), (5.9) 

V*(z)A(z) - U*(z) =d’““+‘W*(z), (5.10) 

with R(z), W(z), R*(z), and W *(z> the appropriate residual power series. 
Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 imply that H, is nonsingular if and only if the 
normalization conditions 

R(O) = zp> V(O) = I+’ R*(O) = I,, and V*(O) = I, (5.11) 

also hold true. 
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THEOREM 5.1. When H, is nonsingular, we have 

V”(z) 
_Q*(Z) :;:;;,I[ ii;; ;;;;] =~“~~‘-~$(k+l), (5.12) 

P(z) U(z) V”(z) U”(z) 
Q(z) v(z) _Q*( g _p*(z) 

1 
= Z”““-lzp(k+lP (5.13) 

v*(z) -zw*(z) R(z) zW(z) 

-zQ*(4 R*(z) I[ zQ(z) V(z) 1 
= Zp(k+l)p (5.14) 

[ 
R(z) ZW(Z) 

II 
V"(z) -zW"(z) 

zQ(z) V(5) -zQ*(z) R*(z) = h+w 
I 

(5.15) 

Proof. Multiplying Equation (5.8) on the left by Q*(z) and Equation 
(5.9) on the right by V(z) and subtracting the first from the second gives 

-Q*( z)U( z) - P*( z)V( z) = z”““+(R*( z)V( z) - z’Q*( z)W( z)}. 

(5.16) 

The degree of the i , j entry of the kp X kp matrix polynomial Q*( z)U( s> is 
at most 

deg( Q*( z)) + deg( U( 2)) Q llnll - no + no - 1 = llnll - 1, (5.17) 

while the degree of an arbitrary block entry of P*(z)V(z) is bounded by 

lTpk {degljl(P*(4) +deg(j)(V(z))} G ,y~, {Ilnll - nj - 1 + nj> . . \. 
= llnll - 1. (5.18) 

Therefore the left-hand side, and consequently also the right-hand side, of 
Equation (5.16) has degree at most llnll - 1. Thus 

-Q*( z)U( z) - P*( z)V( z) = .dnll-lrg*Vg = zll”l’-‘Zpk. (5.19) 

Multiplying Equation (5.8) on the left by V*(z) and Equation (5.10) on 
the right by V(z) and subtracting the second from the first gives 

v*(z)u(z) + U”(z)V(z) = z”““+‘{v*(z)w(z) - w*(z)v(z)}. 

(5.20) 
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The degree of the ith component of V *( z>U( Z) is at most 

deg( V*( a)) + deg,,,( U( a)) < llnll - no + no = Ilnll, (5.21) 

while the degree of the ith component of U *(z)u(z> is bounded by 

= Ilnll. (5.22) 

Therefore the left-hand side, and consequently also the right-hand side, of 
Equation (5.20) is of degree at most Iln(l. Thus 

V”( z)U( 2) + U”( z)V( z) = 0. (5.23) 

In a similar fashion we can combine Equations (5.7) and (5.9) and obtain, 
after simplification, 

Q*(z)P(z) + P*(z)Q(z) = 0, 

and combine Equations (5.7) and (5.10) to get 

(5.24) 

V*(z)P(z) + U*(z)Q(z) = z”~“-~Z~>. (5.25) 

Equations (5.19), (5.231, (5.24), and (5.25) make up (5.12). Equation 
(5.13) follows from (5.121, since matrix inverses are two-sided. 

Equations (5.16) and (5.19) also imply that 

R*( z)V( z) - z2Q*( z)W( z) = Zr,k, (5.26) 

while Equations (5.17) and (5.20) imply 

V”( .z)W( z) - W”( z)V( z) = 0. 

Similarly, we also have 

(5.27) 

and 

R*(z)Q(z) - Q*(z)R(z) = 0 (5.28) 

V*(z)R(z) - z”W*(z)Q(z) = I,. (5.29) 

Equations (5.26)-(5.29) give (5.14). Equation (5.15) follows directly from 
(5.14). n 
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REMARK 1. When k = 1, Theorem 5.1 is found in Labahn, Choi, and 
Cabay [25]. It is used there as a type of commutativity relationships between 
left and right matrix Pad6 approximants as defined in [24]. The method of 
proof and the partitioning of the matrices F and F* as in (5.2) come from 
this paper. 

Set 

where the h denotes reversing the orde_r of the coefficients of the matrix 
polynomials (on a per row basis) and the denotes reversing the order of the 
coefficients of the matrix polynomials (on a per-column basis). 

COROLLARY 5.2. If H, is nonsingular, then V,, and W,, are inverses of 
each other. 

Proof. Corollary 5.2 is simply a restatement of Equations (5.13) and 
(5.14) in Theorem 5.1. n 

REMARK 2. Corollary 5.2 implies that the matrices V,L and W, are 
unimodular polynomial matrices. From Equations (5.8) and (5.10) we also 
have 

A(z) = - U( .z)V( z))’ mod z’in”+i, (5.31) 

A(z) = V*( z))iU*( .z) mod z”~“+‘. (5.32) 

These properties are the central conditions needed by Antoulas [3] in his 
study of recursiveness in linear systems theory. 

Let A,, . , A, be matrix power series determined by H,. Assume that 
the Aj are in fact matrix polynomials with deg(Aj) Q IIn11 + no - ni. Define 

Ai( z) = Z’in’l+no-nzAj( zp’), (5.33) 

that is, the matrix polynomials obtained by reversing the order of the 
coefficients of the Aj. Then H,, is nonsingular if and only if l?, is nonsingu- 
lar (cf. Theorem 2.3). 

THEOREM 5.3. Let H, be nonsingular with associated matrix polynomi- 
als A,(z), . . , A,(z). Let (P(z), Q(Z), R(z)) and (U(z), V(z), W(z)) be 
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determinfd from the* MPHS of type n for the matrix polynomials 

(Zp, -A,, . . , -Ak), and let (P*(z), Q*(Z), R*(z)) and 

(U*(z), V *(z>, W*(z)> be determined-from the corresponding MSPS of type 

n for the same e matrix polynomials. Then 

h(z\n) = 

I 

G*(z) G*(z) 

Q*(z) 1 h*(z) 

(5.34) 

Proof. Let P,, j(s>, . . , P,,j(s> be the jth block column of h(zln). For 
any j this column represents a MPHFo of type n + e. with the leading 
coefficient of Pj j(z) being the identity. In i 
de& Pi j(z>) < ni ‘- 1 + Si j and 

particu ar we have that 

P,,j(z) +A,(z)P,,~(z) + ..a +Ak(~)Pk,j(~) =z”““Rj(z). (5.35) 

Since deg(A,(z)) < llnll + n, - ni for each i we also have deg(Rj(z)) < no 

- 6,. j. When j = 0 we can substitute z = 2-l into (5.35) and multiply both 
sides of the result by z’“‘+“o-~ to obtain 

,“n”-‘:O,,,( z) + &( .z) &a( z) + *.. +A,( z) &a( z) = Ra( z). (5.36) 

This shows that 

(~,c~)~~,.,(~)~..~~~~.,(~))’ (5.37) 

is a normed MPHFo of type n for (Zp, -A,(z), . . ., -i,(z)> [having a 
residual $a, a( z >I. 

When 1 <j < k, we can substitute z = 2-l into (5.35) and multiply both 
sides of the result by z”““+“o to obtain 

z”““+l&j(z) +A,(z)z?r,j(Z) + *** +Aj(z)t,j(z) + *** +ti,(z)zik,j(s 

(5.39) 
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is a normedWMPHFr of type n for (I,, --A,(z), . . . , -A,(Z)> [With residual 

(i, 1,. . . , I’,,~)]. Together*(5.37) and (5.;9) define a normed MPHS of type 
n for (I,, -A,(z), . . . , -A,(z)). Since H, is nonsingular, these are unique 
by Theorem 4.6. This gives the first part of (5.34). The second part of (5.34) 
follows from a similar argument using the MSPS and Theorem 4.7. n 

Theorem 5.3 provides a simple mechanism for computing the inverse 
components of one kind given that the components of the other kind are 
known. 

As a result of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.3 we have the following 
generalization of Mahler’s theorem: 

COROLLARY 5.4. Zf H, is nonsingular, then 

A*( zIn)A( zln) = zII”IIZp(k+lj 

and 

A( zIn)A*( zln) = ~ll~llZ~(~+r) 

Proof. From (5.34) we obtain (letting s = z-r) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

Zll*lI-~o 

X I[ v*(s) -SW*(s) 
Zll~ll-~k -sQ*(s) R*(s) 1 

= Zllflll R(s) SW(S) -SW*(s). 

sQ(s) V(s) I[ -4?*(s) 1 R*(s) ’ 

(5.42) 

Equations (5.40) and (5.41) th erefore follow directly from (5.14) and (5.42). 
n 
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6. A RECURRENCE RELATION FOR INVERSION COMPONENTS 

The previous section showed a strong relationship between normed 
MPHS and normed MSPS introduced in Section 4 and the main tools used 
by Antoulas. In this section we give a recurrence relation to construct these 
Pad& systems that is a special case of the recurrence relation given by 
Antoulas. This will show how one can construct the inverse components of a 
nonsingular block Hankel-like matrix by finding the inverse components of 
two smaller block Hankel-like matrices. 

By renumbering the a,, j if necessary we can assume 

n, > n, > 1’. > nk > 0. (6.1) 

Let r and s be integers such that 

and set 

m=(n,-s ,..., n,--s,O ,..., 0). (6.3) 

Consider the problem of efficiently deciding when H, is nonsingular given 
that H, is known to be nonsingular. If this is the case, then is it possible to 
use the inverse components from the smaller matrix to build the inverse 
components of H,. 

From Section 4, the nonsingularity of H, is equivalent to the existence of 
a matrix polynomial F satisfying conditions of Theorem 4.6. When we 
decompose the matrix I according to (5.21, we obtain pairs of matrix 
polynomials (P(z), Q(z)> and (U(z), V(z)> along with residual matrix power 
series R(z) and W(z). These matrix polynomials satisfy the degree con- 
straints (5.2) and (5.3). In addition, by Equation (5.111, R(0) = I,; hence the 
matrix power series R(z) has an inverse. Set 

A#(z) =zR(z)-‘W(z), (6.4) 

a 1 x k vector of matrix power series, and let H,#_ n be the block Hankel-like 
matrix of type n - m = (s, s, , s, n,, 1, . . . , n,) associated to the vector of 
matrix power series A#(z). The primary result of this section is: 

THEOREM 6.1. Suppose H, is nonsingular. Then H, is nonsingular if 
and only if H,#_, is nonsingular. In addition, the associated r and I’* 
matrices satisfy 

r( zln) = r( &)sr#( 2In - m) (6.5) 
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and 

r*( zln) = r*#( z/n - m)TT*( zlm), 

where S and T are the matrices 

S-p Iyk] and T= [k _zIpk]. 

35 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

Proof. Define a p(k + l)-matrix polynomial r by 

ryz) = r( 2lm)sr#( h - VL), (6.8) 

where I’( z Im> and r#( z 112 - m) are arbitrary MPH% for (I,, A) and 
( I,, A#), respectively. 

By their definition, the degrees of the polynomial matrices are bounded 
on an element-by-element basis by 

no - s 

I : n1 - s 

deg(r(zlm)S) G ) *,‘s 

deg( r#( ~ITI 

-1 

i : -1 

4) 
s-l 

i : 
s-l 

. . . no--s no-s **- 

. . . n1 -s n1 -s **. 

. . . n,-s 72,-s *** 

. . . -1 0 . . . 

. . . -1 -1 . . . 

. . . 
S S 

. . . n r+1 nf-+ 1 

. . . 
nk nk 

no - s 
n1 -s 

72, - s 

-1 

0 

(6.9) 

7 . . . S 

. . . S 

. . . s ; . . . n r+l 

. . . 
nk 

(6.10) 
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hence (since n, - s < 0 for all r + 1 < u < k) the degrees of the elements 
of r are bounded by - 1 no **. no 

(6.11) 

Therefore r satisfies the degree constraints for a MPHS of type n. 
Also, we have 

[zp. A]I-(Z) = [zp, A]r(~l~)sP(~ln -m) 

=Zll~ll-1[R(~),~zw(~)]ST#(21n-m) 

= ~llmllR( z)[ I,, A#( z)]P( zln - m) 

= Zll~ll+ll~-~ll-lq z)[ R#( z), 22wq z)], 

= +-l[ R( z)R#( z), z2R( z)W”( z)] (6.12) 

so I’ also satisfies the order condition to be a MPHS of type n. 

By (6.12) the residuals are given by 

R(z)R#(z) and R(z)W#(z). (6.13) 

If we partition IX z Im), IYzln - m), and T(z) as in (5.2), then 

qz) = U(z)Q#(z) -zP(z)P(z) u(z)vyz) -zP(z)P(z) 

V(Z)Q#(Z) - zU(z)P”(z) V(z)V#(z) - zU(z)U”(z) 1 . 

(6.14) 

Since H, is nonsingular, Theorem 4.6 implies that I?( z I m> can be chosen so 
that V(O) = I,, and R(0) = Zp. By (6.13) and (6.14) it is clear that I’ is a 
normalized MPHS of type n for A if and only if I’#(zln - m) is a 
normalized MPHS of type n - m for A#. This proves Theorem 6.1. n 
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REMARK 1. Theorem 6.1 is a special case of the recurrence relation of 
Antoulas [3]. Indeed, by reversing the order of the polynomial coefficients, 
Equations (6.5) and (6.6) are the same as 

(where the matrices V and W are defined in the previous section). These 
equations are used by Antoulas to obtain a minimal partial realization by 
interconnecting minimal partial realizations of two subsystems. 

REMARK 2. Theorem 6.1 states that one can solve the inversion problem 
for H, by solving the inverse problem for two smaller problems of the same 
type. The cost of such an approach is the cost of generating the matrix power 
series AN(z), solving for the inverse components of the subproblems, and 
then expanding (6.5) and (6.6). Th is provides for an algorithm that builds the 
inverse components by solving a series of smaller problems, all of the same 

type. 

EXAMPLE 6.2. Let 

A,(z) = 22’ - 2.z3 + z4 - 2z5 + 2z6 - 2’ + Z8 + O( 212) 

and 

A,(z) = z - .z3 - .z4 + z6 + z7 - .zg + zll + O( d’). 

We are interested in the inverse components of the second kind (if they exist) 

of Hcs 3 2) and Hc4 4 3)’ By Example 3.6 or 4.6, we have that Hc2.e, Ij is 
nonsingmar with inverse components of the second kind given in Example 
4.6. The residuals in this case are given by 

R(z) = 1 - +z - z3 + fz” + $z” + O( 2) 

and 

W(z) =[--22+z3+z4+o(z7),~-~23+~24+z5-~z6+o(z7)]. 

Therefore, 

A?(z) = -z3 + ;z” + +$z” - gz” + o(z7) 
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A;(z) = ;z + &z” + &z3 - $z4 + g$” + ggz” + O( 2’). 

Computing the matrices H(y, 1, I) and H$ 2, 2) shows that the first is singular, 
while the second is nonsingnlar with inverse components of the second kind 
given by 

and 

Therefore Hc3, 3, 2j is a singular matrix, while Hc4,4,3j is nonsingular. Using 
Equations (6.5) and (6.6) gi ves the inverse components of the second kind for 

fq4,4,3) as 

- 4,4 
5 * 

- !$3 + $2 --5 
4 - z3 + 2z2 - z 

24 + Yz” + 322 + 2.2 + 1 -3 + z2 

-~z3 f $2 _ + -2z3+2zz-2z+ 1 1 
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Using Theorem 2.3 gives the inverse of NC,, 4. 3j as 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 _“- -4 4 

-; -1 
s -1 -1 0 

0 0 -2 -1 0 
0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 

0 13 7 3 3 5 F; 3 2 1 

0 -5 -1 -1 5 5 5 -1 -1 -1 

1 ; g J$ 2 1 1 
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REMARK 3. Using Theorems 5.3 and 6.1, one can also obtain a recur- 
rence relation for computing the matrices A and A*. This till provide an 
algorithm for computing the inverse components of the first kind. 

REMARK 4. For each i set a^i j = (I,,~,,+~~~~~_~,~. Then 2, is generated 
by the matrixA power series (5.33). ‘It is easy to see that H, is nonsingular if 
and only if H, is nonsingular, since they are the same matrices except for 
reordering of the rows and columns. Similarly, by writing out the entries of 

%“+ TS, n,-s ,...) llr--s, fir+,,. ., nl) 

one sees that this matrix is nonsingular if and only if G,, _ m is nonsing+r. 
There_fore the recurrence relation (6.5) applied to nonsingular matrices H,,, 
and H, results in a recurrence relation relating the inverse components of 
H, to the components of 

H~,~~+.,,.l-,,...,.~-, n r+,%..‘, nkl 

and the components of a second block Hankel-like matrix. 
When k = p = 1, the inverse components (of either kind) are Pad& 

forms. The recurrence relation (6.5) then gives an algorithm that computes 
these Pad& forms along an off-diagonal path in the Pad& table. By reversing 
the order of the coefficients as in (5.331, the resulting recurrence relation of 
the last paragraph computes the Pad6 forms along an antidiagonal path. In 
the first case the recurrence relation is the same as one used in the 
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm (cf. [5] and [30]), while the second is the same 
as derived from the Euclidean algorithm (cf. McEliece and Shearer [31]). 

EXAMPLE 6.3. Let A,(z) and A,(z) be as in Example 6.2. Then 

&(z) = z3 - z4 + 2z5 - 2zfi + z7 - 2zs + 2.zg + O(2’2) 
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and 
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,. 
A2( z) = z - .z3 + z5 + z6 - .z8 - zig + .zl’ + 0( d’). 

The corresponding matrix sC4, 4, 3j is the same, up to reordering of rows and 
columns, as HC4 4 s) from Example 6.2. In particular, the inverse components 
of the second kind for Ei C4, 4, a) are (up to reordering) the same as the inverse 
components of the first kind for HC4,4,3r 
n In order to compute the inverse components of the second kind for 

HC4,4,3j one computes the inverse components of the second kind (where 
possible) for the sequence of submatrices 

One then uses Theorem 6.1 whenever one of these submatrices is nonsingu- 
lar (in the above case this occurs only at HC3,3,2j). This corresponds to 
constructing the inverse components of the first kind (where possible) for the 
sequence of submatrices 

H UO,1,W’ %3,2,1,~ and H(6,3,2). 

(which in the above case only exist for Hc6, 3,2j) in order to compute the 
inverse components of the first kind for Hc4,4,3j. 

7. AN INVERSION ALGORITHM 

Theorem 6.1 gives a recursive method to compute the inverse compo- 
nents of a block Hankel-like matrix by constructing the inverse components 
of a series of principal submatrices. This recursion is a special case of the 
method of Antoulas [3] for the study of recursiveness in linear systems theory. 
By the work of Antoulas the inversion components can therefore be deter- 
mined by a matrix version of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm or a matrix 
version of the Euclidean algorithm (cf. Bultheel and Van Bare1 [S]). 

In this section we use Theorem 6.1 to develop an alternative algorithm for 
computing the inverse components of a block Hankel-like matrix, when such 
components exist. This simple algorithm stays entirely in the context of matrix 
theory, using Gaussian elimination to solve the individual subproblems. It is 
iterative, rather than recursive, and builds the inverse components by com- 
puting the inverse components of all nonsingular submatrices H, for m of 
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the form (6.3). The algorithm allows for a complete complexity analysis given 
in the next section. 

Given a vector of nonnegative integers n = (no,. . . , nk) ordered as in 
(6.1), the alg on m ‘th I nverse-Components below makes use of Theorem 6.1 

to compute the polynomial matrices IY zln) and T*(z In) for a given vector of 
matrix power series A = (A,, . . , Ak). Intermediate results available from 
this algorithm include those polynomial matrices r( xlm and I’*(z Im) at 
vectors m such that the submatrix H, is nonsingular. These intermediate 
results allow for the construct the inverses of the corresponding “principal” 
submatrices. 

The algorithm is presented in two parts. The first, First-Components, 
takes as its input H, and n and returns the inverse components of the first 
principal submatrix H, with m of the form (6.3). The main algorithm calls 
this routine to iteratively construct the inverse components for the block 
Hankel-like matrix associated to the residual matrix power series. 

First-Components( H,, n). 

(FC-1) d + 0, s + 0 
(FC-2) Do while s < ni and d = 0 
(FC-3) s+s+l 
(FC-4) mj + min(nj, s), j = 0,. . . , k 
(FC-5) Compute d + det( H,), using Gaussian elimination 

End While 
(FC-6) If d Z 0 then solve for IYzlm) and T*(zlm) 

else Retum(“Matrix Singular”); 
(FC-7) Return (s, U&n), r*(zlm)) 

The main algorithm, Inverse-Components, takes as its input a block 
Hankel-like matrix and an ordered vector of integers. 

Inverse-Components( H,,, n). 

(IC-1) (so, r, I*) +- First-Components(H,, n); s t sa; i c 1; 
(IC-2) Do while s < n1 
(IC-3) 
(IC-4) 

m(j) + max(nj - s, 0), j = 0, . . . , k 
DLtermine R and W via Equations (5.7) and (5.8); form A” 

(IC-5) 
(K-6) 

(si , r#, I?*> + First-Components( H, _-m, n - m) 
r + rsr#, r* +- r#*m* [cf. (6.5) and (6.6)1 

(IC-7) s +s +si_i, 
End While 

(IC-8) Retum(s, r, r*) 
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EXAMPLE 7.1. Let the 13 X 13 matrix Hc7,i,6) be generated by 

A,( Z) = 2.2’ - 2z3 + z4 - 2z5 + 2z6 - z7 + z* + 0( zi4) 

and 

A,(z) = z - z3 - .z4 + ,z6 + z7 - .z’ + .zll + O( d4). 

then the inverse components of the second kind for Hc7,7,6) are determined 
by computing the inverse components of the second kind for the sequence of 
submatrices 

“(2&l)> “(4.4.3)’ “(5,5,4)> and “(6 6 5) , , 

The submatrices H(,, l,oj and Hc3,3,2j need to be “jumped,” since they are 
singular. This is done via Gaussian elimination. Note that the inverse compo- 
nents of the first kind could be computed by this algorithm (using Remark 4 
of the previous section) applied to the “reversed” polynomials. In this case 
the inverse components are computed by searching through 

for nonsingular submatrices. In this case all the submatrices in the sequence 
are singular, so the inverse components of the first kind would just be 
determined by Gaussian elimination. 

8. COMPLEXITY OF THE INVERSION ALGORITHM 

In assessing the cost of our inversion algorithm we count the number of 
multiplications required by most of the steps of the algorithm, excluding from 
consideration the more trivial ones. The complexity computation closely 
follows that of Cabay, Labahn, and Beckermann [ll] from the scalar case. 

Let si,. . . , sl be the step sizes returned from the individual calls to 
First-Components in steps (IC-1) and (IC-5), and let mt”] be the correspond- 
ing integer vectors determined upon exit from the While loop (IC-3). Then 
the inverse components for H, are computed iteratively by computing the 
inverse components for the submatrices H,vI, . . . , H,vI. The matrix H, is 
then nonsingular if and only if mt’l = n. 
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Consider first the cost of invoking the initialization algorithm. Gaussian 
elimination is used in step (FC-5) to obtain a triangular factorization of H,. 

Assuming that the elimination is performed by applying bordering techniques 
(as s increases), step (FC-5) q re uires approximately (llm11)3p3/3 multiplica- 
tions in F, where m is the integer vector attained upon exit from the while 
loop (FC-2). In the case where d # 0, the solution of the equations resulting 
in the polynomial matrices r and r* of type m can then be obtained by 
forward and backward substitution, requiring approximately 2(k + 1Xllmll)2p3 
multiplications in total. Therefore, if we set m LoI = 0, then the ith invocation 
of First-Components costs approximately 

{$ + 2(k + lhiyp” (8.1) 

operations, where 7i = Ilrn[‘Ill - Ilm[‘-‘ll(. If we set 7i = Ilm[illl, i = 0, . , I, 
then it is easy to see that the total cost for the computation of residuals and 
A# in step (IC-4) and the matrices r and r* in step (IC-6) is approximately 

2(k + 1)7JiP3. (8.2) 

THEOREM 8.1. The algorithm Inverse-Components requires approxi- 

mately 

O(( k + l)llnl12p3 + (k + 1)2s211nlI p”) (8.3) 

multiplications in F, where s = max(s,, s2, . . , s,) and si is the i th step size. 

Proof. Equations (8.1) and (8.2) imply that the number of p X p matrix 
multiplications in Inverse-Components is asymptotically given by 

jl [Vi3 + (k + ‘>Tf + rl,Ti(k + l)]P (8.4) 

where rl, < si * (k + 1) < s. (k + I>, and 

(8.5) 
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Therefore the number of matrix operations of the algorithm is bounded 
approximately by 

2 I 2 

(k + 1)‘s’ C qi + (k + l)llnll C 7& + (k + ‘) C 77iTi 
i=l i=l i=l 

< (k + 1)2s211nll + (k + l)llnl12 + (k + 1) i (ri - ri-i)ri 
i=l 

< (k + 1)2s211nll + (k + l)llnl12 + (k + 1) c (j + 1 -j)j 
j=o 

< O((k + 1)2s211nlI + (k + l)bll’). n (8.6) 

Note that the second term in the cost complexity expression (8.3) ac- 
counts for the costs arising from all invocations of First-Components, whereas 
the first term accounts for all the other costs. Generally speaking, if a large 
step si is required by Inverse-Components, then s is large and the second 
term in (8.3) dominates; whereas if all step sizes si are small, then the first 
term dominates. 

EXAMPLE 8.2. When si = 1 for all i, the second term in (8.3) becomes 

o((k + 1)211nllp3) d an so the complexity of the algorithm becomes O((k + 
l)llnl12p3). At the other extreme, when all points with the possible exception 
of the last along the computational path are singular, that is, s = s0 = max(nj 
+ 1) and (k + 1)s 2 Ilnll, then the second term in (8.3) becomes 0(llnl13p3), 

which corresponds to the cost of Gaussian elimination of H,. The first term 
in (8.3) becomes irrelevant here; indeed, the solution returned by the 
algorithm is exactly that obtained by the first invocation of First-Components 
in step (IC-1). 

EXAMPLE 8.3. When k = 1 and p = 1, it can be shown that the 
matrices appearing in the First-Components algorithm are always triangular; 
hence the cost of steps @C-l) and (IC-5) is reduced to 277: and 2$, 
respectively. The corresponding total cost of determining the inverse compo- 
nents of H, is then bounded by 0(llnl12). This is the case regardless of any 
assumptions on the size of the steps from one nonsingular node to the next. 

When no = **a = nk, Example 8.2 shows that the complexity of 
Inverse-Components when the matrix is regular (i.e., si = 1 for all i> is 
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O((k + l)pN2), where N = (k + l)n,p is the size of the block Hankel-like 
matrix. This agrees with the results of Kailath et al. [21] under the same 
assumptions. In the nonregular case, however, their algorithm breaks down, 
and so a method such as Gaussian elimination, with a cost of O(N3> 
operations, is required. With the use of Inverse-Components, even the 
existence of only one nonsingular principal submatrix can result in significant 
speedup. 

9. FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

There are still a number of directions for research in this area. Our 
formulae are subsequent algorithm are based on the use of exact arithmetic. 
However, no consideration is given to any coefficient growth in the numerical 
domain, such as would occur if the block matrices had their coefficients from 
the field of rational numbers. There needs to be a study of fraction-free 
methods such as that of Bareiss [4] that prevents inefficiency due to 
unnecessary coefficient growth. 

In addition, our work also does not consider the case of floating-point 
arithmetic. In this case a major problem of any algorithm is to be efficient 
while at the same time returning numerically stable results. As suggested by 
Antoulas, a possible direction could be to avoid those subproblems that are 
based on unstable subsystems. In our case this would involve not necessarily 
taking the first nonsingular submatrix I!&,, ,, s, “,+ ,, , nkj, but rather the first 
nonsingular submatrix that is also well conditioned. Note that by Theorem 
6.1, such an approach will still lead to a recurrence relation. We refer the 
reader to the work of Meleshko [32] for details of the case when k = p = 1. 

The complexity of the inverse-components algorithm given in Section 7 is 
O( p3km2), with the possibility that it could reach as high as O( p3km3) in 
pathological cases. However, in the case when k = p = 1, the algorithm 
requires at most O( m2) operations regardless of the singularities encountered 
in intermediate steps. The scalar algorithm of Heinig [19] has the added 
advantage in the p = 1 case that it is always O(km2), even for k > 1. It 
would be of interest to alter our algorithm so that this can also be true in the 
block case. 

In the k = p = 1 case there are a number of algorithms (cf. Brent, 
Gustavson, and Yun [7] or Cabay and Choi [lo]) which compute the inverse 
components in O(m log2 m> steps, at least in those cases where fast polyno- 
mial arithmetic is possible. We conjecture that it is possible to convert the 
inverse component algorithm to one having complexity O( p3k2m log2 m) 
operations. We conjecture that such an algorithm is possible, based on 
computing the components using quadratic steps as done in [lo]. 
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Lerer and Tismenetsky also give inverse characterizations and formulae 
for a wider class of matrices than (l.l), namely those matrices having a block 
displacement rank of k. It would be interesting to apply the ideas from this 
paper to the inverse problem for these general matrices. We also conjecture 
that it would be straightforward to apply our techniques to matrices of the 
form (1.1) whose components are allowed to be rectangular p X 4 matrices. 
This has already been done in the k = 1 case of rectangular-block Hankel 
matrices (cf. Labahn [26]). More generally, Heinig and Amdebrhan [lS] 
provide inversion characterization and formulae in the case of mosaic Hankel 
and Toeplitz matrices. Again it would be interesting to apply the ideas from 
this paper to the inverse problem for mosaic matrices. Such a generalization 
would apply to both matrices of the form (1.1) along with rectangular-block 
Hankel matrices. 
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